
Member feedback: PATAGONIA 

 
Sixty four people voted. The breakdown and comments are listed below. 

 
‘Excellent’ 29 votes 
 

 Exceptional, photography great, storyline incredible 
 

 Beautiful cinematography 
 

 Very well constructed and filmed.  A real feel of two very different cultures. 
 

 Lllovelly (welsh spelling) 
 

 Perfecto! Muy lindo 
 

 A very enjoyable film in all respects 
 

 Most enjoyable, funny! 
 

 Beautiful 
 

 Thoroughly enjoyed the film. Best one so far this season. 
 

 Wonderful story telling. 
 

 As good as the last film was bad. 
 

 Charming 
 

 Well rounded story. 
 

 Very well filmed wonderful storyline. 
 

 Great scenery, great story, really moving. Loved the two different cultures. 
 

 Really enjoyed this film 
 

 Wonderful landscape, lovely music. Whole film most beautifully made, less is more! 
 

 Two road films in one – what a treat. 
 

 Excellent cinematography. Really enjoyable film. 
 

 Excellent 
 
 
 



‘Very Good’: 22 votes 
 

 Very engaging – high level of emotional content which seemed very old fashioned 
but worked ok.  

 

 Lovely, music – wonderful Welsh and Spanish together. The contrast of the desert 
like brown and the green of Wales.  

 

 Interesting story – one of the better films shown! 
 

 Enjoyable and some good linking shots, but probably should have been shorter and 
time given to a tighter storyline. 

 

 Nice idea! 
 

 Beautifully made film, excellent to watch and very moving. Switching from one side 
of the story to the other was very effective. 

 

 Beautiful scenery. Enjoyed the different cultures.  
 

 Warm and enjoyable film, neat juxtaposition of location, culture and identity. 
 

 A perfect ending for Cerys, if unrealistic. 
 

 Enchanting. Wonderful to see your own country from the point of view of travellers. 
The pyre scene, sadly, made me wonder how far fetched was the rest of the story. 

 

 Very lovely and poignant but too long! 
 

 Good story, very different from other films. 
 

 S  - L – O – W start …. But it made up for it especially the scenery. 
 

 Interesting. 
 

 A lovely film but a little too much switching between the 2 stories for my liking.  
 

 Bit scary for people with Diabetes! 
 

 Most enjoyable 
 

 Soft and romantic, kept my interest even though a little slow in parts. 
 

 Very enjoyable with lovely photography and a delightful story. 
 

 Absorbing –excellent characters. Not enough  rain for Wales, though 
. 
 



‘Good’: 7 votes 
 

 Interesting 
 

 Nicely shot and edited but too long and not enough in the way of story and ideas. 
Quite fun but rather directionless.  

 

 Splendid photography – bit sentimental but cleverly interwoven. Some narrative 
‘jumps’ a little unlikely. Very good acting.  

 

 Slightly too slow.  D.I.Y funeral stretched credibility otherwise enjoyable. 
 

 I preferred Uncle Boonmee – Cerys was wonderful. 
 

 Interesting in a documentary sort of way. 
 
 
‘Satisfactory’: 4 votes 
 

 Some nice moments, but I didn’t feel it hung together as a film and some of it was 
rather contrived. Too sentimental a storyline.  

 

 Very corny ending! Half an hour too long and at times it seemed no more than a 
tourist information film for both Wales and Patagonia. 

 

 Well Shot 
 
‘Poor’: 2 votes 
 

 Un-interesting  
 

 Mostly tedious, especially the young couple and their triangular tensions.  Loved the 
sadly few landscape shots. Very disappointed.  The young woman was a pain (the 
dark haired one). 


